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From the Sacred Elder: Wisdom Block #31

Wisdom Block #31: The Hollow Bone Elder

For Sacred Elders there is a very important concept that is followed: that of the Hollow Bone.  

When we are Hollow Bones, we are ego-less structures. We hold no attachment to outcome
nor do we hold preconceived notions or beliefs nor do we try to "Force" or make things
happen.

This is a Good thing and a Good Way of BEing.   

If someone comes to me seeking advice, I consider many things. First, I listen to them very
carefully...I give them all of my attention. And then when I do speak, I do so honoring them,
their Soul Path, their Life Path and also their Free Will. I never tell someone, "Oh, you need to
do X and then Y and then W and then go talk to so and so..." I pass no judgement. I hold no
attachment in the matter in which they take my suggestion. They may use it in anyway that
they wish as I will not be o�ended.   

This concept of BEing a Hollow Bone also goes beyond helping someone.   

By BEing Hollow, I �nd that I am far less frustrated by waits at the airport or while in check-
out lines and in tra�c and while interacting with a variety of di�erent people. Furthermore,
when Hollow, I �nd that I am far more Open and Curious and also receptive to the signs,
symbols and synchronicities that appear in my daily life. I am far more neutral in many
aspects of my life and in particular in my thinking.

For more on Paul and his writings, visit: https://churchofthewheel.wordpress.com



From the Sacred Elder

When a person is a Hollow Bone, they are less likely to rush things and they will �nd their
tolerance for others goes up. It's not a bad way of BEing all the time.   

How one becomes a Hollow Bone is fairly simple. It happens when one is in a balanced and
grounded way. Take some slow, deep breaths and enter into the quiet place in your Heart. In
this stillness, you will �nd the center of you. This is a Sacred Place called the 7th direction.
This is where you will �nd your personal divinity and your personal connection the Great
Mystery or the Creator. This is your Sacred Space.   

Once you have found this, you can come back to it at anytime. You will know when you are
there because you will feel very safe, secure and at peace.   

Once there, simply surrender the desire to make things happen. 

Become neutral. Simply observe things from a distance. There is no need to get caught up in
drama, be it your or that of others. 

Remember: Observe and become Ego-less. Tell your brain and ego to take a chill pill. You can
carry this Medicine with you through out the day. It doesn't make you cold, austere not does
it take away your kindness and compassion. Instead, it allows to your BE present without
carrying any of the energy of others or of the event anywhere. You are simple an observer who
simple sees and yet applies no logic, sense of control and quells the desire to "�x" or "heal"
someone. 

You simply are Hollow.   

It's a Good Way of BEing.   

A-ho!
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